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Opsummering på dansk
Behovet for bæredygtige adfærdsændringer medfør at vi må kigge på de psykologiske faktorer og 
tilstande der muliggør disse ændringer. Rapporten taler om det sindstilstand som muliggør bevidst 
bæredygtig adfærd, som en 'indre bæredygtighed'.
Teoretiske rammer og modeller fra sundhedsfremme, positiv psykologi og økopsykologi tages i 
brug for at opstille objektiver for en sundheds intervention kring indre bæredygtighed. 
Efterfølgende undersøges det hvorvidt det er muligt at opfylde disse objektiver med hjælp af 
performance design.
Rammen for rapporten er eventet Featuring Mother Earth og det hovedsagelige performance design 
teoriapparat er performative strategier med udgangspunkt i Gry Worre Hallbergs speciale "I need 
my shot of fiction!". Installations strategien udvælges som hovedstrategien for at opfylde 
objektiverne om bl.a kontakt til naturen. "Kontakthet" til naturen er blevet forbundet med 
bæredygtig adfærd og andre sundheds fordele.
Mind The Gap
At the counter in a Copenhagen café I pick up a leaflet with tips on how I can do my 
laundry in a more environmental friendly way. It is a creative yet tasteful folder, sporting an 
inviting lay-out and offering 4-5 pages of practical advice in bullet points. I am addressed in 
a kind but imperative language: Remember....Do....Save…Avoid..
I am curious and I am sympathizing with the message so I open the folder - and notice my 
mind starting to drift.. I am trying to focus on the text, but it just doesn´t seem possible to 
take any of it in.
Far back in my head rumble weary thoughts about how I never will be able to remember 
all that anyway..I have too much on my mind..and how much does these folders cost the 
environment? There are some metal things holding them together. That´s not very sustainable 
is it? Deep down echoes feelings of dull despair as a wet blanket, but they never surface. 
I forget all about it the moment I receive my cup of coffee and my attention wanders 
towards finding a cosy table by the window. 
What just happened?
I see myself as a person with green values...I am interested and positive 
to the message, BUT I don´t take it in or use it. Actually it leaves me slightly exhausted. 
Mind the gap.
The gap between the urgent need for sustainable health versus our psychological
resilience and motivation to perform the changes.
The gap between our concept of personal and global well-being.
The gap between me and nature
... between Me and You.
This event in my personal life caused me to investigate the relation between health promotion, 
related behaviour and our personal concepts and feelings around a health topic, in this case 
sustainability. My investigation resulted in a bachelor thesis in Global Nutrition &Health 2012 and 
a series of creative and informative events, exploring how to expand the concept of sustainable 
health interventions, by employing, and merging with performance design.
The topic for this paper is connecting perfromance design theory to Featuring Mother Earth, an 
event that facilitated the safe and connecting experience of spending time in the darkness in a city 
park at night – something that has shown to induce fear of natural elements in the urban population, 
as discussed below (Louv, 2005).
Featuring Mother Earth (FME)
Featuring Mother Earth (FME) is a site-specific event, aiming to facilitate a re-connection between 
the city population and the natural world. It is based on research results proving strong correlation 
between our physical and mental well-being and our connection to nature. This is also valid for 
simple things like having plants or pets at home, or choosing a "green way" home every day, rather 
than a way, where no natural elements are present (Louv, 2008).
In fact, this relatively new research within fields as anthrozoology, eco psychology and 
environmentally studies, strongly implies that contact to e.g wildlife, pets or the complexity of 
natural structures (plants, trees, rocks etc), strengthen our ability to develop, enhance and maintain 
certain skills and brain functions, in addition to shorten the recovery period after surgery or illness 
(Louv, 2005 www.humananimalinteraction.org)
Another positive side-effect of a stronger connection to nature is that it has also been linked to 
sustainable behaviours, e.g consumption choices and environmental friendly habits (Engelbrecht, 
2009)
FME is an event for all ages and aims to meet the needs and values of people from different stages 
of change Prochaska, 1983, see below) and  backgrounds.
The event plays out in the dark of autumn evenings as a `field of change´, where the guests are let in
through a gateway into an almost ceremonial atmosphere. They are free to move around the are as 
they wish and to rendezvouz with the inhabitants of this land on wich level they prefer. The 
participants relate to the natural elements of the site in different ways and respond to interest 
according to their function and their real self. Some are performers in a character, others very 
sincerely ´themselves´. Different proffessional groups are represented in order to facilitate diversity:
dancers, musicians, gardners, yoga- and meditation teachers, scientists, play facilitators etc..all 
nature lovers in different ages and of different nationalities.
An example of a FME visit could look something like this: befor entering the FME space you get 
glimpses of the dancers through the fence, moving around among and in the trees, much like 
animals, caressing and playing with the plants. When you get in from the sharply lit up entrance , 
you will feel that you are stepping out in a quiet, pitch black space lit only by candles along the 
path. The candle lit path is the ”safe heart” for many city dwellers, to where you always can return 
after explorations in the dark. In the park, are mildly lit installations with dancers, compost, 
meditation areas, soup kitchen etc. In order to reach them you have to travel through the dark, and 
some of them are even plays out in the dark. To befriend the darkness is a major theme in FME, and
creates a freedom of anonymity, which allows participation and escape from social norms.
On your way through the park you´ll came across groups of dancers that moves in different ways 
with the natural elements, but pay only little attention to your prescence. If you are a child, one of 
the play-facilitators might contact you, to ask if you´d like to climb a tree or play.
In the far end of the park you see a bonfire, and when you come there you might want to have a cup 
of soup from the soup kitchen, help cutting the soup vegetables or just listen to the music jam – or 
even join it.
When you get more acclimatised to the scenery, you follw one of the groups of dancers into the 
narrow thickets, where low beacons of lights make their movements visible. You get braver and 
takes the play facilitators advice to take off you shoes and walk barefoot through the dark to the 
next installation: the area of stillness. There you can lie down on a bed of branches and fur to watch 
the stars and listen to the wind and far away laghter from the bonfire area.
If you get into the want-to-know-more mood, gardners and biologist will talk about the species, the 
compost or urban gardening, but they will firmly steer away from personal chats about life outside 
FME.
Fig 1. Mossgraffitti from a compost event 2012 that was part of the developmental process of Featuring Mother 
Earth
Aim and stucture of the paper
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the ongoing developmental processes of the FME 
project by applying performance design theory on the event. It also aspires to start a discussion on 
how to apply performance design theory in health intervention. It includes theoretical framework 
from health promotion and performance design as well as collected data.
In order to ensure transparency and clarity I will use my own explorative journey as the core of the 
paper. That is because the whole concept is at an experimental level, thinking along new pathways 
within several interdisciplinary fields and therfore can be difficult to follow with an exclusively  
academic approach.
The paper is divided in two parts which represent the evidence based health intervention and the 
performance design respective. Focus will be on the second part, because this paper is part of a 
project exam in performance design. The disposition is as follows:
Part 1
Scientific background and framework
- introducing positive psychology and ecopsychology framework
- philosophy of science and method
- challenges to be met by an health intervention on sustainability
Research problem 1 Introducing the operational concept of inner sustainability..
Research question 1. What would characterize a health intervention that facilitates inner 
sustainability? 
Discussion  Positive psychology: autotelic personalities, broaden and build theory, zones of 
learning, flow (Fredrickson, Seligman, Cziksentmihalyi, Prochaska)
-Eco-psychology: preventing Natural Defiencency Disorder
Conclusion 1. Objectives for a health intervention that facilitates inner sustainability.
Part 2
Performance Design Framework
Introduce relevant PD framework (Turner, Schechner, Butler..curriculum)
Discussion
Research problem 2a How can performance design be applied in a health intervention?
Research question 2a  What are the common and the conflicting denominators between a health 
intervention and performance design theory in a sustainability context?
Conclusion 2a Immersion is an essential performative quality in FME
Research problem 2b  What would be the strategy to facilitate immersion and meet the health 
intervention objectives of FME?
Research question 2b:The main research question for this paper is:How can the installation strategy 
meet the health intervention objectives for FME?
Conclusion and summarizing the results. Installation strategy supported by other performative 
strategies in FME meet the health intervention objectives.
What the paper will add to this field
Why would a match between health intervention and performance design be a good idea?
Although much aesthetic practice and theory aims towards inspiring, instigating or facilitating 
change, there are still quite few non-commercial performic expressions that connects to the 
scientific research in the field of behavioural change. And especially to the latest research within 
positive psychology and lifestyle changes.That is in the broad  meaning of lifestyle changes that 
encompassing anything from changing diet, taking an education, vote or letting your daughters got 
to school.
On the Western hemisphere is the pandemic of lifestyle diseases like type2 diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease, stress etc. interacting with the ageing of the population to form an economical threat. The 
shrinking younger population face the task of supporting the growing ageing group, and where both 
groups are hit by the pandemia of  lifestyle disease.
Techniques like motivational interview, and  lifestyle coaching based on positive psychology has 
entered health education in order to meet and prevent this crisis, based on research that points 
strongly towards that sustainable behavioural change is facilitated through intrinsic motivation, 
closely linked to personal values and the experience of meaningfulness and well-being (Thøgersen 
and Ölander, 2002) (Avey et al., 2008)
Part 1
Introduction
In the first part of this paper I will argue for why the scientific search on sustainability behind the 
FME event was  focusing on connectedness to nature and  the concept as happiness, rather than on 
green attitudes and behavioural change. In the face of hard core facts like the escalating extinction 
of species, lethal pollution and global warming, it can seem like a paradox to talk about happiness..
When had the epiphany on the cafe that day, recognising my inner conflict and unresolved issues on
sustainable practice in my own life, I decided to look deeper into the topic. As I was about to chose 
a researech area for my bachelor thesis in Global nutrition & Health, I chose the topicof how to 
facilitate sustainable lifestyle choices and values to urban families in the Oresund area, through 
exploring the psychological aspects of sustainability.
As I started to look into the area I found that the major barriers for establishing the desired 
sustainable lifestyle changes in rich countries are psychological factors. The population has in 
theory an informed choice of green action in several areas; The City of Copenhagen sets a number 
of ambitious goals for environmental sustainability (www.kk.dk/miloemetropolen) and aims to
raise awareness on the topic through multiple health interventions, as well as campaigning
on green choices and actions. Malmö city is on the same track with “it´s easy to do the
right thing” - campaign on how the individual can contribute to reduce the environmental
strain, by changing his or her behaviour. 
Although this solid message on our desired lifstyle change, there is no offered support on
how to deal with the immense task of changing habits in multiple areas and prioritizing
which is most relevant. Scientific reports and news headlines on the severity of the global crisis 
contribute to the psychological landscape of sustainability and a risk society discourse.
This gap between a felt pressure to change behaviour, but not experiencing agency and the 
psychological capital to perform those changes, could cause an imbalance between
demand and resources. This could in turn lead to stress (Lazarus and Folkman,2005), because
psychological needs met and psychological barriers and factors are addressed.
Ecopsychology theory suggests that the fear and mourning connected to facing possible
extinction and the loss of contact to our natural home, paradoxically are the main barriers
to lifestyle changes towards sustainability. The issue is simply overwhelming for one
person and as a defence to immense distress the issue is blocked out or avoided.
The topic of building resilience through contact with the natural world is another relevant
topic. The importance of reconnecting to nature and the syndrome of Nature Deficiency is 
discussed by Richard Louv (2005, Last child in the woods), pointing towards the essential
need to spend time in natural surroundings. Anthrozoology research is stating numerous
positive correlations between raised well-being as a result of human-animal relations and
animal-assisted therapy (www.anthrozoology.org) (www.humananimalinteraction.org)
Happiness, flow and subjective well-being could prove to be a missing link.
A short-cut to real sustainability and an essential support to interventions, policy and 
promotion on the practical and educational aspects of the issue. Ecopsychology and 
positive psychology offers a frame work that facilitates  raised self-aligned, intrinsic
motivation which in turn generates happiness, agency, flow and compliance (Seligman, 2011). That 
would have a great impact on the contemporary generations who are the first to face a real 
conscious threat of human extinction. A psychological reality that can be overwhelming to deal 
with, and actually prevent us from taking action in order to change course (Macy, 
1995)
The gap between the concept of our individual health and sustainable well-being needs a bridging. 
Without that connection could lifestyle coaching be quite detrimental to your health – or your 
children’s and grandchildren’s´ health. An example would be the successful coach Anthony 
Robbins, who will share his unique strategies on diet, physical activity and mental well-being 
together with the story of how these strategies took him to where he is now; travelling with a private
jet, living in a castle and owning his own paradise island, all proving his success (Robbins, 2003).
From a sustainable well-being perspective, that is a striking paradox. Sticking to the ideal 
diet, enjoying exercise and a perfectly fit body is wonderful, but will probably quickly 
lose its´value, when the inhaled air is filled with toxic particles, the water is contagious and 
the food lacks nutrients – even if makes up for it in added chemicals. 
This gap would be met in the Gaia concept work of Joanna Macy, whwrw she is guiding re-
connecting processes towards oneness with the natural world.
Scientific background: Ecopsychology and Positive Psychology
Ecopsychology suggests that the gap between our potential of sustainable action and our
present level of sustainable action lies in psychic numbing and helplessness caused by
the severity of the issue and our disconnection with nature. Ecopsychology presents tools
to reconnect to nature: urban gardening (Freeman et.al,2012), spending time in green
environments (Louv, 2008), relating to an animal (www.humananimalinteraction.org) and the
`Despair and empowerment´ work (Hillary Prentice, 2003).
The concept of anxiety and worry that being connected to blocking out thoughts of the
future (Macyand Brown, 1998), is backed up by research showing that in a state of
subjective well-being we are more prone to think about the future and make long-term
decisions (Seligman, 2011)
Positive psychology has no specific Nature variable, but a general aim to enhance the
quality of life and the future of the planet. Flow-theory supports the eco-psychology in
stating that worry and flow are excluding the other, and implies that we are not likely to
stick to behavior or situation that is connected to worry or feelings of guilt.(Cziksentmihalyi,
1990).
Hope theory contribute greatly to support the ecocidal theory (Hillary Prentice, 2003): to
raise hope a goal should be attainable and of sufficient value. Today sustainability is still
an evasive goal, also to top politicians and scientists, and could easily reduce hope and
thereby pathways thinking and agency (Snyder et.al 1998, Snyder, 1994) which could
produce solutions and yet unknown structures to facilitate both individual and
global sustainability.
Broaden- and build theory is also a supporting theory of claiming that feelings of fear and despair
would lower the interest for sustainable issues. Positive emotion enables us to show
interest in and take in information on new concepts (Barbara Fredrickson, 1998), which is
a big part of sustainability thinking.
The quality of subjective well-being stands out as a major factor to build psychological resilience in
order to engage in a transitional process towards personal and global sustainability.
The transtheoretical model
Prochaskas transtheoretical model builds on the recognition that facilitating lifestyle behavioral 
changes are much more effective if you start with determining what the client wants to know and 
accomplish and what you can do to be of assistance. The first step is to  find out in what stage of 
change the client can be placed. The five stages of change in the Transtheoretical Model of 
Intentional Behavior Change, shows readiness to perform change. Different intervention strategies 
are needed for individuals at different stages of the change process. My encounter with the cafe 
leaflet on environmental friendly laundry is an example of a person in the first pre-contemplative 
stage, being exposed to a message directed a person in the third action stage. I was in a pre-
contemplative stage, where I had not yet had the thought to change my laundry habits. In the action 
stage the client is ready for skill training and education, but I was overwhelmed by the information 
and sense of that our whole future was depending on something I couldn't deal with. Much of the 
success or failure in health campaigns can be refered to how well the message corresponds to the 
stage of change in the target group.
Meeting a client on the wrong communication level can actually stall behavioral change, despite the
client being positive and wanting to perform the change. The five stages are: pre-contemplation, 
contemplation, preparation, action and maintenance (Franz, 2008)
Research problem 1
 In order to make all these qualities in to an operational concept for this paper and the FME project I
will introduce 'inner sustainability'. That is an inner state, where challenge and resources are in 
balance, where there is connectedness and positive association to natural elements, subjective well-
being and flow. This leads on to the next research question:
Research question 1:
What would characterize a health intervention that facilitates inner sustainability? 
Philosophy of Science
Reflections on the methodological approach from a philosophy of science point
of view:
Epistomological considerations
To investigate subjective phenomena using a quantitative study is a highly questionable
strategy. The positivist approach which is the philosophical framework behind quantitative
methodology presents strict requirements for objectivity in order to perform a deductive
research.
This quantitative study is rather an a phenomenological view of the world,, which aims to
find reasons for a person’s behaviour in understanding that person’s perspective.(Bogdan
and Taylor, 1975, in Bryman p.16)
Ontological considerations:
it seems relevant to include an ontological standpoint since the collecting of data is placed
into an intentionally constructed social learning setting, The ontological position
represented in the Best Practice process and experiential learning of the compost event,
would be constructionism, where the perception and meaning of wording and intention
reflects the personal, social experience of the situation.That could add understanding and
context to the collecting of quantitative data, or it could arise emotions and experiences
that distorts the perceptions of wording and intention.
Method
Liteature search
Questionnaire on health intervention (see app 1-3)
Construction of the questionnaire (se app 4)
The Best Practice Systems Model (Best Practice Institute, 2011)
Results literature search
1. Jurgen Engelbrecht, Naturalcapital, subjective well-being, and the new welfare
econimics of sustainability: Some evidence from cross-country regressions, 2009
2. Cynthia Frantz et. al, There is no “I” in nature: The influence of self-awareness on
connectedness to nature, 2005
3. Claire Freeman et.al, “My garden is an expression of me”: Exploring
householders´relationships with their gardens”, 2012
4. Hilary Prentice, Cosmic Walk: Awakening the Self, 2003
5. Cahit Guven, Reversing the question: Does happiness affect consumption and savings
behavior?, 2010
Conclusion 1. Objectives for a health intervention that facilitates inner sustainability.
Objectives for an Health Intervention on Inner Sustainability
● Adress the inner knowing that nature is our home, and that we have the innate  ability to live
here in harmony 
● Enable a relation to natural elements with connotation to eudaimonic feelings and flow
● Providing knowledge without enhancing a risk discourse
● Comunicate in a way that facilitates empowerment and self-awareness
● Induce immersion 
● Offer stress preventive interaction and surroundings
● Facilitating eudaimonic feelings
● Provide hands-on experience on a level that is both relevant for the participants interests and
capacity.
● Establish an awareness of stages of change in the transtheoretical model
● Share the fascination and enthousiasm for the infinite possibilities in sustainable well-being, 
rather than find motivation through establishing a threat.
Research problem 2
The Leap
In order to bridge the gap between inner and outer sustainability, it seems neccessary to take a Leap.
The co-founder of ecopsychology Theodore Rosak (1995) wrote, much along the line of Judith 
Butler (1999), that science itself can´t fundamentally shift or move the world forward, because of its
preoccupation with establishing and analyzing onlt that what is already known.The move forwards 
must necessarily come from other stakeholders, and he gives the example of the idea that all human 
beings are equal. It takes visionaries to write the Declaration of Human Rights – to take the leap - 
whereas science can facilitate its manifestation through research and analysis. 
Although it is possible to bulid  quite good a case for selecting performance art as an expressive 
vehicle for a health intervention, it is not possible to show a stringent evidence and taxonomy 
leading up to that inevitable choice. It will be necessary to take a leap, which is characteristic for a 
paradigm shifting situation.
  
Performance Design theory
The genesis of performance design is rooted in various fields. Theatre studies is an obvious source 
together with anthropological studies on ritual and play. Victor Turner writes on transformation 
through the social and aestetic drama, and presents liminality as both a performative quality and a 
state of mind where the transition betwixt and between to  worlds can happen.
This would mean that entering a liminal (or even liminoid) space could support an inner shift 
towards inner sustainability.
Richard Schechner introduces a continuum between ritual and performance (see below), which to a 
certain extent could be applied on the FME event, where health intervention ideally involves some 
of the ritual liminality, and performance design makes this liminality available for all participants 
and guests.
This leads on the the next preparative research question:
                                     RITUAL    -   FORESTILLING 
                                      Resultater.    -     Morskab
Kontakt t en fraværende Anden   -     Kontakt til de tilstedeværende her
Ophæver tiden, symbolsk tid.       -     Understreger nuet
Bringer Andetheden tilstede.       -      Publikum er den anden
Performeren er besat i trance.     -      Performeren ved hvad hun gør
Publikum deltager.                         -      Publikum betragter
Publikum tror.                                  -     Publikum vurderer, værdisætter
fig 3. Schechners continuum between ritual and performance (Jørgen Østergaard, 1993)
Research question 2a: What are the common and the conflicting denominators between a 
health intervention and performance design theory in a sustainability context?
Method
I performed a literature search in the curricula  for performance design 2013 and selected the 
following article as a basic framework for the paper;
FME involves elements that could be related to several different theories on theatricality and 
performance, and in order to narrow down the search the author has chosen to look at the frame 
work presented by Gry Worre Hallberg in her article ”I need my shot of fiction!”
In the process of redevising and develop the event to fulfill its purpose to a higher degree through 
performance design, it is a matter of finding the optimal theoretical framework and -model. 
Performance design is an emerging and widespread field, with a fine balance between timeliness 
and academic credibility (Fabian Holt)
Dilemmas in combining science and performance design  in evidencebased events facilitating 
sustainability and and well-being.
The aim of the events I produce is to facilitate urban populations' reconnecting to nature. The 
scientific background involves many parameters, one of them being that a high number on the 
Connecting to Nature Scale (CNS) has been related to high compliance to long term 
environmentally sustainable behaviour.
So, evidence indicates that a positive, comfortable relation to natural surroundings or elements (can 
also be a garden, pets etc) is a much more reliable and efficient way to facilitate sustainable 
behavior, than many of the imperatives flooding the green campaigns: "Turn off the lights, recycle 
your batteries, don't use too much washing powder etc.."
That provides a wonderful opportunity for good performance design in facilitating these processes..
The events rests on science and performance design, and there are many situations, where these two
aspects have to be carefully weighed and forged together in creative ways.
To add perspective to the FME event I present a few examples of these situations, and some ideas 
on how the dilemmas can be approached from the angles of visceral, behavioral and reflective 
design (D.A Norman, 2004)
Science and design often display contradictory elements;
One example of the dilemma is the "Zen view" (Christopher Alexander, chapter 4 in D.A Norman, 
2004) where the full look onto a beautiful view is held back, saved for highlight moments, in order 
to peak the visual experience.
That design perspective would  provide short glimpses of panoramic landscape while passing 
through hallways, whereas scientific research would recommend big windows towards green areas 
in all rooms - especially for girls around 9 years, based on the newly established strong relation 
between childrens mental well-being/ learning abilities and living conditions providing such views 
(Louv, 2005)
What is the "right thing to do" in designing a house, a performance  or a playground where the well-
being of the inhabitants is in focus?
"Cover the whole place in plants and windows", could be the scientific answer, and would lead to a 
more behavioral design focus. A behavioral design (D.A Norman, 2004) would offer as many 
activities as possible of climbing, touching, collecting natural materials etc. All these behaviors has 
been shown to enable people to connect more to nature.
The advantages of a reflective design (D.A Norman, 2004) approach would probably be that a large 
part of an urban population not automatically appreciate an encounter with the wilderness, but 
might feel alienated and overwhelmed by the situation. They might be drawn to a more artificial, 
tasteful (visceral level) version, with clear connotations to the socioeconomic group they wish to 
identify with, the possibility to "look good" and just a few regulated choices on how to make use of 
the natural elements.
The aesthetic approach could be a highly relevant solution in supporting interaction between a large
part of the urban population and natural elements in order to facilitate sustainability and well-being. 
Plants and flowers are very decorative, fruits are tasty and have attractive shape and scent to most of
us. Those are qualities that touches our deeply rooted evolutionary aesthetics (Karl T. Ulrich, 2006),
and could inspire a person to tend to a flowering plant, or pick fruits and thereby become aware of 
the miniature circle of life, lived by all organic species, and maybe later on become ready to see the 
beauty and flow of composting etc., which at a direct approach would appear  to be smelly and 
repelling processes. The connection to evolutionary aesthetics would give an immediate advantage 
to the use of visceral design (D.A Norman, 2004).
Limitations of the design approach in relation to sustainability
The three design perspectives can all contribute to a relevant Performance design, but they all 
present draw-backs: for children to actually make a strong connection with nature it often requires 
some unaesthetic behavior; building piles of "stuff", treehouses most looking like wrecking the tree,
for the uninitiated viewer. These "wild" plays, that promotes CN and creativity are challenging to 
the visceral and maybe also reflective design (depending on what the target group wants to be 
associated with)
The visceral design also comes short when it is about getting to terms with and establishing a 
relation to the natural rythm of decay in nature. It is possible that a person would love the green 
flowerbed outside his flat in summer, but not at all the brown reminiscensces in autumn, and all in 
all prefer a stone backyard.
Referential background
The conflicting interests and aims of research versus design are pointed out, both by Kirsten 
Hastrup (2006) and Klaus Krippendorf (2007). Hastrup compares the relation between design and 
the world, to how a map relates to the actual geographical conditions; No matter how many 
different map designs you come up with, the land itself will remain unchanged, and thereby will any
studies of the map exclusively not fulfill the criteria of research as an activity that creates new 
relations and knowledge about phenomena in the world.
Her conclusion is that design research must create new connections between e.g the room's shape 
(the map design) and social value (the world). This is exactly what FME is about, when it comes to 
connecting original natural elements and its social value – when social include the humananimal 
relations and human-plant relation.
Klaus Krippendorf states that scientific research always revolves around a present or past topic, 
exploring how and why things are the way they are. That goes against the focus on  future wich is 
implicit to design. He suggests that Design Research is an impossible oxymoron, and that design 
research "cannot support what designers need to practise" ( Krippendorf, 2007) and proposes that 
the more appropriate science would be "science for design", whereupon designers can draw 
background knowledge to create compelling design.
Is there a gap between Planetary Considerations and Aestetic Considerations in Urban 
performativity?
The compost event was held at Den Røde Plads in Nørrebro, Copenhagen, as part of the Global 
Spring Festival 2012. It was a challenge to find a suitable site at the square, that would enable 
connection with natural elements.That caused me to reflect upon the process of finding a site and 
upon to what extent sustainable thinking is presently integrated in urban design.
Here I will use three different texts (see below) to elaborate on different perspectives  on the 
connection between Nature and Aestetic in urban planning.
I will refer to "Den Røde Plads" (the Red Square) in Nørrebro, Cph and "Byhaverne",Cph, plots 
that are available to the citizens for gardening, as examples of designed public spaces.
The reason for choosing these two places, is Copenhagens well established name as a green City, 
featuring the famous biking system, the sustainable urban housing parks  etc.
 
In the essay "Butcher's White", Dorita Hannah (Hannah, 2004), draws some parallels between the 
handling of slaughter/ meat in Manhattans meatmarkets, and the aesthetic processes in the new art 
galleries emerging in the area.
The theme of the essay is the crossroads between slaughter and art. The slaughter represent horror, 
dirt and flesh, which she relates to the emerging upmarket art- and restaurant scene. There is no 
touching on the "non-human perspective" in her analysis or any reconciliation in the animal-human 
relation. The essay takes a completely antropocentric aestetic perspective. Antropocentrism is the 
paradigm of looking on the world and nature as a backdrop to human existence, rather than 
including the human being in an organic circle of life (Macy, 1998). Antropocentrism is by many 
seen as the major reason for the excessive depletion of natures ressources, which is now threatening
the survival of the human race.
There is only one connection to organic processes; in her description of the Putrification stage. She 
challenges the illusive 'eternal quality' of art in a gallery and point to that no art object lasts forever, 
but is submited to natures inevitable process of decay.
The anthropocentric perspective is also omnipresent in Makeham's "Performing the City", 
(Makeham, 2005). He brings up the human bio- social and economic need: the need for individuals 
physically to interact, to create and inhabit 'scenes'. Nowhere is mentioned the need to connect to 
natural elements; plants, animals, wind, soil..
Makeham continues by stating that Urban performativity enables citizens to invent - through 
memory, imagination and desire - new ideas about themselves and their relationships with the urban
landscape. The urban setting being described as the theatre of the city: the collective acting of 
individuals, buildings, large scale electronic projections etc.
One could ask if the same performativity alienates the citizens from natural elements? It makes the 
city readable  through fashion, architecture, social interaction, political and cultural performances. It
seems like an obvious possibility, that those qualities replace connection to other signals,  not so 
present in the City: the scent of mature fruits, composting materials, recognition of edible plants etc.
Can an urban population then re-learn to read natural elements again and become ”organic 
literates”? That would present an interesting task for the FME event. 
 
Den Røde Plads (the Red Square)
Copenhagen has, as so many other cities in the world, experienced an increase of skyfalls the last 
years. A tendency that will continue far into the future, according to the expertise (www.kk.dk). The
City of Copenhagen provides information on their website on how to build and create preventive 
absorbing areas of grass, trenches and green roof tops, in order to avoid damage and flooding. The 
website encourage everybody to contribute and do what they can to establish such areas.
Non of this is present at "Den Røde Plads". On the contrary, there is virtually no green surface and 
the place is plastered with asphalt and a rubberlike material. That go against what Charles Landry 
(2006) defines as "meeting planetary needs of the 21st century", one of the strongest principles for 
good City-Making.
The æsthetic impression of the place is a conspicuously design with a huge red ground surface and 
strong graphic elements. The designers; Bjarke Ingels Group, Superflex and Topotek1, have had a 
clear focus on ethnical and cultural diversity. Their pronounced intention was to create a space, 
where everybody in the very heterogenically populated area, would feel welcome. It seems to me 
the aim is fulfilled in their powerful design that creates the impression of "another world", very 
different from the classic Copenhagen buildings in the area. A world of its own, where no national 
culture dominates the scene, but where there is an invitation to create a new inclusive culture.
It is a good example of the  "creative city" and soft infrastucture, which according to Landry, 
"allows space for the maverick, the boundry breaker and can create a culture of entrepreneurship". 
These are all qualities that would promote a positive multicultural neighbourhood. Citizens that are 
not welcomed into this site are plants and animals. Not even the sturdiest bug would be able to 
penetrate the thick rubber cover, and the sparse and controlled plantation gives no room for wild or 
organic growth.
Byhaver (City Gardens)
Byhaverne - the City Gardens - are examples of Civic Creativity (Landry, 2006), that pops up in 
different places in Copenhagen is a joint venture between the City and local green enthousiasts. The
participants plant and harvest in simple gardens, that often consists of large wooden boxes, placed 
in backyards, parks and parking lots.
The City Gardens are clearly not designed, but gives an atmosphere of "guerilla gardening" and 
temporality - like they can be gone next week.. The lack of estethics and design does, in this case, 
communicate an attitude towards urban gardening as an alternative activity, and not part of the 
City's infrastucture. An attitude that will attract certain groups and repel others.
The creative class might feel inspired by the freedom that the lack of design implies, whereas 
middleclass citizens might find the gardens ugly and messy.
Charles Landry claims that in order to meet the future's need of food-, water- and air supply, it is 
necessary to think restorative development, rather than sustainable development; That means 
exploring on how the City can produce food etc.(2006), a thinking that way surpass the present 
official Copenhagen attitude in to sustainability today.
The lack of design could imply, that the City leadership doesn't take this need seriously. On the 
other hand does the open space inspire to Civic creativity and participation, which is an essential 
fundament for change and creativity for the world
 
Summarizing planetary and aestetic considerations in Copenhagen
The random examples above, is hinting a gap between aestetic considerations and planetary 
considerations in urban performativity.
It seems that the idea of antropocentricism as something outdated has not entered all areas of 
design. The antropocentrc attitudes towards animals and plants has been compared to the times 
when it was alright to refer to a woman as a lesser being or completely leave out the female 
community.
In the future Urban performativity will have to include a design for plants, animals and natural 
elements as well as for human beings.
In finding an FME-site it is essential to consider the urban performative from the perspective of 
how it reflects an anthropocentric worldview.
  
Research problem 2b 
The article is on SIGNA - an international art group that presents performance installations as a 
parallel universe for the audience to enter, in a similarity to the FME event. The FME world could 
definitely bee seen as a performance installation. Could the SIGNA strategies also be used to 
develop and design the expressions and functionality in FME? Gry Worre Hallberg redegør i sin  
master thesis (2009) ,at SIGNA is built around performative strategies, the mother strategy being 
the installation strategy.
That is how I arrive at the main research question for this paper as it stands below. 
Research question 2b:
The main research question for this paper is:
How can the installation strategy meet the health intervention objectives for FME?
How can this installation be seen as a performance?
The theatricality can be seenin the way Michael Fried describes in his essay Art and Objecthood 
(1967): "..(It) is theatrical  because to begin with, it is concerned with the actual circumstances in 
which the beholder encounters the literalist work." (Jalving, 2011).
The installation is definitely facilitating a variety of multi-sensory experiences for the participants, 
to be interpreted by each and every one for her/himself . Can this installation be seen as 
performance art?
It certainly fulfills the four criteria for performance art, described by Camilla Jalving in 'Værk som 
handling' (2011): there is no discrepancy between the site and the performed, or between the signs 
and what the signs mean. What happens, happens in real time and in prescence, which is the first 
criteria.
Another criteria is subversion, which could be experienced in touching and playing with wet soil 
and natural elements..which is certainly part of a discourse on materiality, wealth, cleanliness etc. It 
is also subversive to alter the function of a whole park and turn it into an art installation. It 
contributes to the sense of liminality in this installation: the performance appears as a transition act: 
between the things that existed and went on in this place, and the new, emerging qualities.
The criteria of relationality is also met: the art work literally doesn't exist without participants. It 
relates to a very high degree to the site (site-specific) and to the guests, who turns out to be  
performers in this case.
The last criteria for performance art according to Camilla Jalving is the absence of representation. 
Here is nothing that forgive to represent something else, no apparent, intentional symbolism. That 
being said, it is possible to read a lot into the art work, and probably every participant have their 
own associations brought forwards by experiencing the installation.
It is possible to say that the work presents itself without aiming to represent something else  and so 
would the last criteria be fulfilled and it would be possible to call this FME installation for 
performance art.
Is this categorisation relevant?
This definitions might be utterly unimportant for the participants who co-creates FME..in fact, it 
could be perceived as a desperate attempt to categorize and control experimental expression. An 
expression that, according to some theory, is born out of longing for freedom and dissolved 
definitions and actually aspiring to withdraw from "the reproductive economy of language" (Peggy 
Phelan i Jalving, 2011). It is mostly relevant for developing theory that supports new art expressions
and hopefully provides language and tools for the emergance of a new art health intervention.
Theatricality in FME
It seems relevant to establish the theatricality in FME, that is originally defining itself as a health 
definition. To find a relevant definition I take a stand point in Gry Worre Hallberg's Master thesis: "I
need my shot of fiction!"
There are several reasons for this; Worre Hallbergs topic is the performance art installation SIGNA, 
described by Gyldendals Teaterleksikon as " a crossover between installation art and theatre and 
held together by an overall concept of fiction.." (Scavenius, 2007, s.863).
SIGNA and FME has strong structural similarities, despite the very different moods and experiences
they evoke in the audience and performers.
I will elaborate on these similarities to clarify and motivate the descision. One similar element is 
fiction, a quality that Josette Feral is using to define theatricality. I will hold fiction as a common 
denominator, despite the fact that FME parallel universe actually could be defined as less fictional 
than our everyday living environment. There will be a clearly marked, presentational world to enter,
where trees are real trees, dogs are real dogs etc. but FME presents theese ordinary things in an 
extraordinary context, with the intention of facilitating a new relation to them.
 
Just like in SIGNA, there are real physical actions and experiences, e.g gardners working on the 
compost and connecting to people around their work, inviting them to join if they show interest for 
their work. There are also elf-like dancers who interact with the trees and performers from a 
fantastical magical reality, who touches the trees in a way they wouldn't do outside the fictional 
space-time. They embody the actor's duality, that Josette Feral states is a criteria for theatricality 
(Feral, 2002). Worre Hallberg compare that with Erika Fischer-Lichtes continuum between 
"planned materiality", which end point would be a scripted play in a theatre, and the "not planned 
materiality", which could be represented by a site-specific event, where all random artefacts and 
passers by will be part of the performance.
Both Fischer-Lichte and Feral put importance to the fact that theatricality requires an actor and a 
spectator, but differ on their demand for a planned staging and definition and interest  for fiction. 
Fischer- Lichte stresses the staging process and Feral will define a fictional space from the viewers 
point. The viewer will define where the action is by marking out a performative space (Worre 
Hallberg, 2009)
SIGNA is featuring its space design in a similar way to FME, where the performance site itself is 
the major focus. Both events are not only site-specific, but hold up the artefacts (or in FME, the 
living elements of the natural world) almost as sacred and essential to the performance.
There is also a clear intention within both projects about wanting the audience to leave their 
ordinary selves behind and join the fiction (or in the case of FME: our "real" home). Worre Hallberg
quotes Feral "..a distinct, fictional space..transitional space..It clears a passage, allowing both the 
performing subject as well as the spectator to pass from 'here' to 'elsewhere' "(2002).
After this point of entering liminality as a subjective inner state in sync with the surroundings, the 
two projects differ in aim and purpose. FME is a health intervention with a desired outcome, which 
means that a participant should feel closer to nature in the setting. A person who starts to beat a tree 
in frustration would mean failiure, whereas in SIGNA it appears that much more is left open to the 
participants, and seemingly with a deeper intention of freeing the mind, without the performers 
having any investment in what you should do with your freedom.  Signa Sørensen in "I need my 
shot of Fiction!": " We propose that a performance can facilitate an activation of a diversity of 
potential existences" (p.34). This is a classic difference in the field of well-being and creativity, e.g 
in the difference between art therapy vs. art, where art will have less directed creativity and more 
exploration for it's own sake.
 
I find that, despite some major differences, the similarities are overwhelming and builds a strong 
argument for implementing Worre Hallbergs definition of theatricality also for the FME project.
 
She finds that a moulding of the theoretical framework of Feral (including fiction) and Fischer-
Lichte (focussing on framing and staging) gives the optimal definition of theatricality:
 
"En ramme indenfor hvilken en parallelvirkelighed der er iscenesat på en særlig måde gør sig 
gældende. Og som følge af denne præmis: Hvilket påvirker den væren og mellemmænneskelige 
udveksling der finder sted indenfor denne ramme, således at denne adskiller sig fra den væren og 
mellemmænneskelige udveksling der finder sted herudenfor."
Gry Worre Hallberg, 2009
In order to embrace the essential interaction between human, animal and plants in FME, the word 
internatural has been added to the word interpersonal and so an definition of theatricality in English 
would be:
" A frame that encompasses an intentionally staged parallel universe. And as a consequence
 of that premise: which influence the existence and interpersonal and internatural exchange, that 
occur within this frame in such way, that it differs from the interpersonal and internatural exchange
 that occur outside"
after Gry Worre Hallberg, 2009
Immersion
Research is pointing towards that the positive effects of nature depends on the degree of immersion 
as a determining factor (Netta Weinstein et.al, 2009) and immersion stands out as the quality that 
encompasses all the desired outcome of flow, subjective well-being, stress-prevention and 
connectedness. Gry Worre points towards Nicolas da Oliveiras escape category as dealing with 
immersive art and particularly immersive facilitation through the installation category (Worre 
Hallberg, 2009)
The installation strategy in FME
The CN Scale values transfers well  into an installation. Looking at the answering alternatives of the
first question  in the Connectedness to Nature Scale Questionnaire (see app.1 ) (see figure
 below) 
Fig.4 Answer alternatives of the first question in the Connectedness to Nature Scale (see app.1)
As a result of the extreme focus on the site as the major attraction in FME, it seems a logical 
consequence to choose Nicolas de Oliveiras installation strategy (2003), as the constructional 
principle for the event, just as Gry Worre Hallberg depict in her analysis of SIGNA. I will also 
follow her example of letting the other five of Oliveiras strategies support the installation and give 
suggestions for how to do so in the continous re-devising of FME.
How can this installation be seen as a performance?
The theatricality is more obvious in the way Michael Fried describes in his essay Art and 
Objecthood (1967): "..(It) is theatrical  because to begin with, it is concerned with the actual 
circumstances in which the beholder encounters the literalist work." (Jalving, 2011).
The installation is definitely facilitating a variety of multi-sensory experiences for the participants, 
to be interpreted by each and every one for her/himself. Leaving dirty fingerprints on the once shiny
glass, creating - deliberately and involountarily - rythmical, low soft or painfully high pitched 
sounds..while knowing that others might be listening.
Can this installation be seen as performance art?
It certainly fulfills the four criteria for performance art, described by Camilla Jalving in 'Værk som 
handling' (2011): there is no discrepancy between the site and the performed, or between the signs 
and what the signs mean. What happens, happens in real time and in prescence, which is the first 
criteria.
Another criteria is subversion, which could be experienced in entering a dark park touching and 
playing with wet soil and nature materials, which is certainly part of a discourse on safety, 
materiality, wealth, cleanliness etc. It is also subversive to alter the function of a whole park and 
turn it into an art work. The paradoxical existence of natural life in midst of the city, contributes to 
the sense of liminality in this installation: the performance appears as a transition act: between the 
things that existed and went on in this place, and the new, emerging qualities.
The criteria of relationality is also met: the art work literally doesn't exist without participants. It 
relates to a very high degree to the site (site-specific) and to the guests, who also turn out to be  
performers.
The last criteria for performance art according to Camilla Jalving is the absence of representation. 
Here is nothing that forgive to represent something else, no apparent, intentional symbolism. That 
being said, it is possible to read a lot into the installation of natural elements, and probably every 
participant have their own associations brought forwards by experiencing the installation.
It is possible to say that the work presents itself without aiming to represent something else  and so 
would the last criteria be fulfilled and it would be possible to call this nature installation for 
performance art. 
Performance strategy
It is the conscious choice of performers that support and enhance the installation with 
his or her unique characteristics, be it abilities or features. In the intersubjective rendezvous 
between participant and guest, it is important that the participant appear as a completely convincing 
and natural part of the environment. In FME that would be made possible by finding out what core 
values and qualities the participant possess and build his or her performance around that. As the 
presence of the autotelic personality and flow is essential to the performance, it would in most cases
mean that the dancers dance and stay in a performing consciousness of flow, just next to a gardner 
who is in her flow, caring for the plants and compost, but in no doubleness with her private self. 
Carefully selected performers will have the social task of engaging in conversation with the guests. 
They are the ones with an strong ability to stay in autotelic flow - parallel to the SIGNA performers 
staying in character - while talking on equal terms with others, who might try to draw them into 
their own parallel reality. A reality that might feature all the doom and gloom presently connected to
inner sustainability. These performers should have a strong resilience and deep Mother Earth 
connection themselves, and should be supported in staying in touch with it and meet their need of 
restoration and balancing after interaction, when necessary.
In fact the FME will encompass many parallel realities, mirroring the aim to meet and engage 
people at different stages of change (Prochaska, 1994). The enabling factor is the non-comparing 
presence in this diversity. Just like children play happily in their own universe next to a working 
parent, the FME performers have to commit to co-existence as a rule. That rule will also be passed 
on to the audience, where some will be willing to take fully part in a mourning-healing circle 
(Brown & Macy, 1998) , but might be standing next to someone, who is just in it for the fun or mild
curiosity. The mingling of performers among the guests, will open the space to heterogenous 
behaviour and allow a deepening experience of the parallel universe.
In an autopoiesis - a selfsustained system - the co-present participant and guest meet in a reciprocal 
feedback encounter. That autopoiesis as well as the diversity and parallel multiverses is reflected in 
the surrounding nature, as the term springs from biology (Maturana & Francisco in Thyssen, 1997). 
It is the perfect example of a natural merging of science and performance design
The presence of performing participants that relates to the natural elements each in their way, 
logical to their state of mind and being, will enable guests to act more freely and experience their 
usual park/ green area as Mother Earth, showering us with gifts of beauty and nourishment and 
mystery..like falling in love in your partner again, after many years together.
The strategy of style
Oliveiras strategy of style includes unheimliche (Freud, 1912 i Handbook of the Experience 
Economy) elements, that is a deep congruence  surpassing site-specificity. In FME it could be that 
all performers are wearing organic garments - eg. shoe laces - and  choose to arrive by bike, instead 
of by car, meaning that style performed beyond the visible, which enables immersion for all 
participants and leaks into the event. 
It is a challenge to coordinate the participants' appearance, without dictating something that breaks 
their natural prescence. Scouts and contemporary dancers often differ in taste..In order to inspire a 
coherent style, it would probably be relevant to find and define an archetypal style as a baseline for 
improvisation, communicated by pictures and words like "natural organic materials", "raw 
elegance" etc. Another idea is to invite the guests to change or take on a garment when entering the 
site, as part of the important start of an immersing process into a liminal space (Dithmer, 2008). A 
ceremonial change into something just a little bit different would quite likely tap into the experience
of entering an inner and outer  heterotopic space - a space of otherness - exactly what a green area 
in a city really is (Focault, 1984). That would be a very precise match to the inner and outer 
sustainability experience, which is the desired outcome. In order to fulfill the criteria of diversity 
and parallel multiverses to ensure facilitation on different stages, the costume would have to be an 
invitation, and not a compulsory action.
The strategy of site specificity
The site for FME will always be a "found space" according to  Richard Schechner's four principles 
on the found space (1968): First the space the space shall be explored and discovered, not covered 
or masked. Second; nothing is removed or altered. The third principle on scenography demands that
any alien elements are added with the single purpose of enhancing the specificity of the space. That 
is exactly the whole point with FME, where installations of plants, stones and other organic 
materials are there only to enhance the infinite creativity ofnature. That is also the reason behind the
light on certain structures and textures that really stands out in the darkness of night. The natural 
elements are held forth in a new way to enable a deeper and more enticing relation between the 
human being  and our natural home.
Each green area in an urban environment is not only a heterotopia - a smaller model of the forest so 
to speak - but is really connected to every part of nature; some of the birds in the trees travel to 
Africa in wintertime, seeds and bugs are flying far away with the Wind and the ground is maybe 
wet from a rain that drifted over from the sea. 
In such way we experience that being present and in contact with the exact place, also mean 
connecting to a space that is nature in general. A feeling more than a visceral space.    Theese to 
qualities can maybe be compared to Kayes definition of space and place, as described by Worre 
Hallberg, and should be taken into consideration when selecting the site.
On deciding on a space, which is picked among a few found spaces, it is important to look for how 
the objectives for the event can be met. Kathleen Irwin's article "The Ambit of Performativity" 
(2008) gives some clues on spatial performative and what to search for.
The Spatial Performative
Irwin claims that any physical location can be measured or considered by its performativity. Irwin 
uses the term spatial performative, which is obviously very important for the performance 
experience, when relating to site-specific work.
That means it is necessary to look at any potential location from the perspective of its own 
performative - completely separate from any added performance. It is relevant to consider the 
specific attributes regarding embodiment, social relations, ideology, political and emotional in order
to make a well-funded descision on what site to choose or to look for. A place that immediately 
appears inspiring and supporting of the qualities the performance intends to communicate, can hold 
historical or other meaning known to the audience, that undermine and blur the art work.. or adding 
to it.
Dorita Hannah (2008) argues that a theory of spatial performative is "one that insists on exploring 
the reciprocal relationship between architecture and its inhabitants, where both are active entities". 
In our case this is no symbolism, but very real facts. The inhabitants are both human and animal, 
and the trees and plants are the living architecture. It's important that the interaction between the 
three, respects the well-being of plants and animals as well as human.
To enable a reciprocal relationship to unfold, for both participants and guests and living 
architecture, it would be relevant to choose a strategy: it could be to learn what associations are 
connected to the site, how it changes at different times of day and year, what unexpected occurences
"to be expected" etc. Another FME strategy is to make the relationship with the location "the whole 
story", interacting, exploring and reaching to all its aspects together with the guests.
When comparing the spatial performative vs performativity with the definition of theatre space vs 
theatrical space (Scolnicov in McAuley, 2000), the active role of the spatial performative in site-
specific work stands out in relation to the very neutral theatre space, which is defined as the bare 
rooms of stage and seating.
Considerations
A list of the considerations for finding a location and evaluate its spatial performative could look 
like this:
1.Recognise the balance of line, form, colour and texture together with the intrinsic aesthetic value 
of the found site. What natural installations stand out, or could be created by light design? Is there 
any patina communicating a narrative - stories of people or animal activities? 
2.What story does the natural elements tell? If planted - who did it and why?
3.How can the unity of the site/spectator/performance triad (Irwin, 2008) be established? How can 
lost narratives be reconstituted?
4.What different behaviour and feelings could the site induce in target groups of different socio-
cultural-gender status?
5.What kind of reciprocal interactions are possible her?
6.How does it all play together with the objectives for a health intervention on inner and outer 
sustainability?
7. How/if are anthropocentric values represented in the site?
Are there possibilities to be not only site-specific, but time-specific and respond to spontaneous 
events occurring on site during the performance (Irwin, 2008)? How would we like the performance
to contribute to the site/ inhabitants after it is over?
The strategy of narrativity
The narrative element of FME  hasn't been accentuated at all. The dancers has background stories 
and qualities that their characters  moves according to, but the narrative has not been perceived by 
the guests, rather experienced as an atmosphere and another world: ”otherness”. In the future I think
that the spectacular direct experience of the theoretical framework of eco-and positive pschology 
will grow into a kind of narrative, an untold script, that will cause people to interact, motivated by 
that insight. Like in SIGNA, the narrative is downplayed in favor of the otherness inducing 
immersion.
In order to be credible to the guests, and create a context they can trust enough to let themselves be 
immersed in, any narrative must be devised so that the short-time participants feel comfortable and 
inspired by it, but not shallow to the core participants. There is also an element of wanting to avoid 
games and regulated play, in order to prioritize a receptive  presence and attention to the 
surroundings. To raise the interest of the gaming urban targetgroup – especially older children and 
teenagers – we should  think more along the lines of challenge as a concept.
The strategy of interactivity
Drawing parallels between SIGNA to Virtual Reality and world of gaming is very relevant, as 
Worre Hallberg points out in ”I need my shot of Fiction!”. She refers to Marie-Laure Ryan (2001) 
inclusion of the interactive and narrative parametres in the understanding of the Virtual Reality 
phenomena. 
I will follow Worre Hallbergs analysis of the difference between an interactive guest/participant 
relation  in an immersive concept from in an essentially interactive concept. In the same way as the 
participants are part of the main attraction, the ìnstallation´ Mother Earth, the guests are also invited
as a part of that what already is, but not interacting with it on equal terms. The guests are ”installed”
similar to the performers. When Worre Hallberg argues for SIGNA as a democratisation of the 
aestetic space, she accentuates meaning of access to, not influence over, what is going to happen. 
SIGNA is paradoxically a much more controlled environment than FME, despite its less articulated 
desired outcome. One reason for this is the explicit health invention objective of empowerment in 
FME. Still, the guests has more or less a structure to choose and be creative within, but as in SIGNA
not any influence on the greater scheme. 
Conclusion and Summary
On my journey from the initial cafe encounter, to the discovery of the research fields of 
ecopsychology and anthrozoology and my effort of combining those fields with positive 
psychology, I found out that psycological resilience in a sustainability context can be built by 
facilitating flow, subjective well-being, stress-prevention and connectedness to nature. I call this 
inner sustainability and claim that it will have to accompany all interventions on sustainability - 
what I call outer sustainability.
Based on my findings I conclude ten objectives for a health intervention on inner sustainability. 
In order to see if and how those objectives can be met by performance design, I found that  the 
theoretical framework on liminality, ritual and play could be applied on health interventions 
facilitating change for target groups in different stages of change. I found that Nicolas da Oliveiras 
escape category was fitting well onto an re-connecting to nature event, which appears fictional to a 
large part of the urban population. The installation strategy  supported by the five other 
performative strategies could meet the objectives, when applied in the FME project.
Future perspective
Performance design in health promotion is here to stay.
Last year Art Run was held in Denmark, with much creative input (www.centres-eu.org)
Africa is leading the movement with song and dance traditions since long being applied in health 
promotion. New is "Shuga" a gritty sex soap opera, where AIDS issues are adressed.It is considered
hugely successful, and it is really reaching the young audience out of reach for traditional 
campaigns. (www.shuga.tv)
Critical view
There are many angles of criticism on this hybrid form of study. Can a paper really shift from a 
quantitative method to the use of æsthetic theory and still be credible?
Another point is the positive psychology, which has a questionable validity due to the method of 
quantifying emotion. Denmark is one of the happiest countries in the World on a scale of positive 
psychology. It could be seen as a problematic contradicting fact that it also ranks high on the lists of
suicide and consumption of antidepressants.
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Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Ethics and legal procedures
In order for the participant to give informed consent to take part in the study, he/she would
get a short description of the Lava Lilja group, the name of the education connected to the
thesis, and the purpose of the study: to explore some psychological constructs around
sustainability.
No minors or other vulnerable groups were approached to fill in the questionnaire, so it
was not necessary to retrieve informed consent from guardians/ parents..
Constructing the questionnaire
The questionnaire (see Appendix A) is divided in two parts. The first one is the CSN scale
(Question 1) ,consisting of 14 questions that should be answered with a value from 1 to 5,
where 1 stands for “strongly disagree” and 5 stands for “Strongly agree”.
The first part of the questionnaire answers the question of if participants attracted by this
event have a high CNS value. The value serves as a identity information which to relate
the values and answers of the other questions.
The second part consists of another five questions, a number which was assessed to be a
maximum in order to keep the format of one single page, which was assessed as a
maximum to require from visitors at the Compost event (see above), where seating
facilities were sparse and noise and activity level high.
Question 2 was inspired by M.Seligmans Authentic Happiness.(Seligman, 2011) and was
investigating the relation between how the participants level of happiness would be
affected by knowing he/ she lived in a completely sustainable world.
Question 3 was again inspired by M. Seligmans questionnaire on Meaning (Seligman,
2011) and investigated if living in a completely sustainable world would affect the
participants experience on how meaningful her/ his life was.
Question 4 was investigating what feelings were invoked in the participant by visiting the
Compost event.The participant was to make maximum 3 choices. The questionnaire
offered 8 alternatives: Intimidated, Happy, Annoyed, Interested, Patronized, Curious,
Hopeful, Other:_____________.
The question investigates if a participant with a high CNS value would choose more
positive feelings than a participant with lower CNS value. The specific feelings are chosen
to reflect Hope- and Broad-and-Build Theory (see chapter 3.0)
Question 5 and 6 were on the topic of composting and was providing a hands-on example
of a sustainable lifestyle choice.
Question number 5 provides identity information on if the participant is composting right
now or not.
Question 6 investigates the participant’s barriers and motivational factors in relation to
composting. The questionnaire offered 11 answers: Legislation, Free and accessible
equipment, To feel that I am contributing to a green society, To feel connected to nature,
Everybody else is doing it, It´s a part of my identity, It is no extra trouble. Knowing what it
is. Being sure it would make a difference, To feel Good, Other:__________
The question investigates if there are specific common barriers and motivational factors
within the target group in relation to urban composting, and what stage of change the
respondents reflects (Prochaska, 1977)
5.6 Questionnaire test-run
The first questionnaire draught (see Appendix 2) was tried out in a test run with 5 random
members of the Lava Lilja group, who were not taking part in the following main study.
The selection of participants for the test run was made by contacting the members on
phone, as they were presented on a members list. The five first who answered the phone
and was willing to participate were supposed to be recruited for the testing the
questionnaire. The result was only three respondents, but two more was found by making
personal contact.
5.7 Feedback from the test-run and re-design
That a respondents tacit experiences and values would not necessary be corresponding to
the language in the CNS scale, which would seem alien, although it would shown to be
expressing the same thing – which maybe would show better in a qualitative study.
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That it was very new to think about urban compost and it was difficult to evaluate what
would facilitate that behavior, and that question nr 5 and 6 was confusingly similar.
That the questionnaire inspired to thoughts on the relation to nature and urban
composting.
After integrating the members’ feedback we changed question 5 and 6 into one question in
order to avoid contradicting – and thereby invalid – answers. The CNS scale was decided
to stay intact, to keep scientific value.
